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target writers and creators particularly, either
inciting them to suicide or making direct
attempts on their lives. We learn that it was a
dwarf posing as a child who ran out in front of
T. E. Lawrence on his motorbike in 1935,
thereby causing his fatal crash; it was a dwarf
who sabotaged Antoine de Saint-Exupéry’s
plane. That was in 1944, admittedly, while the
main action of the novel is set in 1936, but
dwarves seem to operate outside of time,
having – and bringing – knowledge of what is
to human beings the future. The knowledge
they bring is despair, and their goal is to incite
intellectuals and inventors to suicide. Though
this novel is a phantasmagoria, closer to the
Circe episode of Ulysses or the “magic
theatre” sequences in Hermann Hesse’s Step-
penwolf than to a conventional narrative, it is
both buoyed andballasted by a remarkable cir-
cumstantial erudition (Hesse being one of the
few cultural figures active at the time not to be
involvedat least peripherally in theundeclared
war between mind and supernatural malice).
In 1936, Walter Benjamin is in exile in Paris.
Enamoured of Céline’s newly publishedMort
à crédit, and knowing that its narrator, and
therefore plausibly its author, was brought up

in one of the Parisian arcades, he sets out to
locate it. He doesn’t meet Céline, but he does
comeacross arcadesnot listedonanymap, one
for instance where future suicides occupy
premises arranged by date.
Meanwhile Marc Bloch the historian, also
resident in Paris, begins to piece together
the conspiracy, one that makes Thomas
Pynchon’s cabals seem rather unambitious.
The forces of evil include various objects
come to life, including Bibendum aka the
Michelin Man, who falls in love with the life-
sized doll of Alma Mahler made by Oskar
Kokoschka after she left him (a letter sent by
him to the doll reaches the original instead,
who is struck by his perspicacity in under-
standing she is really only a doll herself).
Female figures, including Sarah Bernhardt,
Mata Hari and Isadora Duncan, unaccounta-
bly appear on thepodiumnear toHitler asLeni
Riefenstahl edits the footage for Olympia,
then climb off the celluloid and start bickering
about precedence. Kafka’s creature Odradek,
manifested as a toy owned by Walter Benja-
min, is possessed by the spirit of Nietzsche’s
sister and embarks on a shrill anti-Semitic
rant.

The reader with a command of cultural
history will be highly surprised by the por-
trayal in the book of the philologist Erich
Auerbach as a Nazi sympathizer blackmailing
Benjamin from Berlin, greedy for possession
of the toy collection he had to abandon there.
The long-distance struggle between them is
finally resolvedbywayof a postal chess game.
Auerbach is helped by the pro-Nazi chess
player Alexander Alekhine while Benjamin,
hopelessly outclassed, nevertheless wins after
a tip from Capablanca, who dispenses advice
from one of the spectral arcades. The defeated
Auerbach is then revealed as a golem, the
scroll removed from under his tongue so that
he reverts to clay. The real Auerbach has been
in Istanbul all along, working on what will
become Mimesis.
Benjamin isportrayed in thebook’sopening
pages as caricaturally gullible, investing for
instance in three metal pellets that are suppos-
edly the originals of Céline’s style-defining
punctuation mark, the ellipsis, as well as a
largeAmadeof clothbilledby its vendor as the
original scarlet letter worn by Hester Prynne.
He grows in stature as the book goes on, and
converges plausibly with the historical Benja-

min, however hallucinatory the situations in
which he finds himself. In Mari’s version his
eventual suicide, though outside the frame of
the book, is heroic since the pressures on him
to end his life have been atwork so relentlessly
and so long. Bloch too is a hero, not just as he
is in the history books, for being a resistance
fighter executed by the Nazis, but for the extra
reason that he chose that death in full know-
ledge of it, having been offered the temptation
of painless suicide by the supernatural forces
rampant in 1936. Dwarves and golems don’t
explainNazism, but perhaps they represent the
futility of trying to understand the irrational in
rational terms, exactly the doomed struggle
that so many of the historical figures in the
book were engaged in.
If the dictum about history occurring first as
tragedy and then as farce means anything
when applied to literature, it suggests that the
historical novel as conventionally practised is
inherently farcical. It’s always a re-run, and
what “we” know can only have a cruel, and
comic, foreshortening effect on what “they”
know. With Tutto il ferro della torre Eiffel
Michele Mari found a way of running the past
as tragedy and farce simultaneously.

Aone-word sentence – “Dark.” – begins
Per Petterson’s latest novel about
isolated characters deeply affected by

childhood trauma. It’s half past four in the
morning in September 2006, and the fifty-
three-year-old Jim is driving to Ulvøya, an
uninhabited island in themunicipality ofOslo,
where he’s been fishing alone before dawn
twice a week for the past three months. What
seems like a peculiar habit is made even more
unnervingwhen amanplunges out of the dark-
ness into the headlights of his car: “I was cer-
tain I had hit himwith the bumper.And then he
didn’t fall. He leaned against the bonnet . . . . I
saw the light flooding in through his eyes. He
stared at the windscreen”. Jim thinks it could
be his father, but he then tells us he’s never
seen his father. In the next moment, the
stranger disappears into the darkness on the
other side of the road and he’s not mentioned
again for the rest of the book.
While fishing in a frayed navy reefer jacket
and matching woollen hat (“from behind I
could have been anyone”), Jim is spotted by
his best friend from childhood, Tommy, who
he’s not seen for over thirty years. “We each
went our separate ways that time, didn’t we”,
says Tommy. Unlike Jim, Tommy appears to
have done well in life with his expensive coat
and smart grey Mercedes – Jim observes that
“the paintwork was shiny as skin can be shiny
at certain times, in certain situations”, though
he doesn’t tell us what those “certain situa-
tions” are. Exchanging small talk and a hollow
promise to see each other “another time”, they
part. But Jim feels uncomfortable after this
encounter, “like having the beam of a torch
straight into my face”, and suddenly suffers
from one of his periods of darker malaise
which takes the form of a panic attack: “I
started to cry. I held my mouth wide open, the
noise wasn’t as loud then, and the air flowed
easier in and out, and I didn’t groan so much”.
Petterson’s arresting opening here teases
us with elliptical information that builds an

unsettling narrative, often written in lyrical
prose (well conveyed inDonBartlett’s transla-
tion).Hopping back and forth from their child-
hoods in the 1960s and 70s to the present, and
moving between the central characters’ per-
spectives (each chapter title names the charac-
ter whose viewpoint we are about to follow,
along with a diary-entry-style date), Jim and
Tommy’s story is subtly woven together.
We learn that things aren’t quite right in these

Norwegian towns (“There was a wall of glass
between the houses. You saw everything, but
you couldn’t get through it”), or with Jim (“As
longas I remember to takemypills, oneday slid
nicely into another”; “clenching my right hand
. . .my fistwas so tightly knotted that theknuck-
leswere sticking up likewhitemountain peaks,
theRockies, theCarpathians, andmynailswere
cutting into my palm”), or indeed with any of
the other characters. The chilling sadness at the
novel’s core is rendered most effectively in a
passage where Jim, half-dreaming, is imbued
with a pervasive sense of imminent mortality:
“It was over. It was all over. From the kitchen
tablehehadswept any futurehemighthave into
a bucket that he carried out and emptied by the
hedge. His life was at half-mast”.
Jimmakes truncated attempts at human con-
tact: he once offers a few of the other fishermen

onUlvøya a lift home in his car – Jim is the only
one with a car and he wonders how they all get
to and from themarooned spot – but they do not
accept; he goes out a few nights every week,
picks up nameless women and takes them back
to his three-roomed apartment; and there is an
awkward interaction with the woman who
serves him at a shop counter – she is married
but they end up having sex (she of course is as
troubled and complex as he is).
Tommy’s childhood is burningly vivid too–
his mother walked out on the family when he
was eleven, and his father beat him and his
younger sisters for years – though he is a
strong character and takes his cue from the
narrator Trond Sander’s comment in Petter-
son’s novelOut Stealing Horses (2005): “you
decide for yourself when it will hurt”. It is a
theme that Petterson continues to return to in
his work. In I Refuse, Jim’s life may be cold
and a struggle, but Per Petterson’s modest
words – always nudging us towards a deeper
meaning – are far from it.
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One of Denmark’s best-known con-
temporary writers, Helle Helle has
published eight books – six novels

and twocollections of short stories – andwon
numerous prizes, including the Lifetime
Award of the Danish Arts Council. This
Should Be Written in the Present Tense,
her most recent novel and the first to appear
in English, is narrated by Dorte, a vaguely
aspiring writer whose family assume she’s
busy studying at university in Copenhagen.
Instead,Dorte spendsmostdays inbed, her
sleep punctuated by the noise of trains thun-
dering through the nearby station, their sense
of purpose at odds with her inertia. She has
set up alone in a tiny flat on the city’s out-
skirts after a period (described in flashback)
spent livingwithher ex-boyfriendPer andhis
family, who offered the nineteen-year-old
Dorte her first coming-of-age over dessert
wine (“I’m an adult. I’ve been a dinner
guest”).Feeling smotheredby theirkindness,
she abandoned cosy domesticity for a series

of casual encounters, the latest one with her
neighbour’s boyfriend.NowDortemeanders
between the flat and her suburb’s faceless
malls, attending to themundane tasks that fill
her time: washing, eating, surviving. “Make
an omelette for breakfast and squeeze some
oranges. Draw up a plan for all the jobs I
needed to do. Hoover and go to the library,
find some self-help books.”
As Dorte struggles to respond to the
friends and strangers whose acts of generos-
ity offer hope, her clipped narrative style and
emotional detachment seem to feed off one
another. It’s lightly suggested that writing is
Dorte’s main outlet of self-invention (along-
side a projected new wardrobe), yet as a

narrator she maintains a cool distance from
even the most intimate affairs; she describes
her ex-boyfriend matter-of-factly as “warm
to snuggle up to, he had good circulation”,
while shedwells, not on thedetail of aporten-
tous conversation with a love interest but on
its practical circumstances: “it took twenty-
oneminutes on the S-train”. The spare, mini-
malist proseperfectly evokesDorte’s apathy,
and Helle has Lydia Davis’s ability to imbue
the tiniest details with humour, significance,
or both– amissed train, a spilledbottle of nail
varnish,Dorte’s failure tomotivate herself to
buy curtains.
Novels about diffident, drifting youngmen
are often admired for their universal qualities;
it’s exciting, then, to read anovel about adiffi-
dent, drifting youngwoman that is engrossing
in all its ostensible banality, and no less com-
pelling for its lack of plot. We must hope the
accomplished translator, Martin Aitken, is at
work on Helle Helle’s backlist.
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